Sisters Just Love Strong

Sisters Just Love Strong is a story about Love Loss and that unbreakable bond that can tear a
family apart or keep that family together. The Simmons Sisters are the most Loved people on
the South Side of Chicago. Theres Jamilia, Jackie, Jerri and Jessie. All Big Beautiful Women
that was raised and well loved by the Mother they all adored and the Father they never wanted
to live without. Whenever there is a problem or issue Jamilia must fix it even if it is not
fixable. Jamilia made a promise to take care of her Sisters no matter what and Jamilia has kept
that promise. The problem is that now that the Sisters are grown Jamilia cant let go. Once
Jamilia is forced to take a back seat because her Sisters want to take care of themselves Jamilia
loses her way. Jamilia belives that her sisters cant live without Jamilia because Jamilia can?t
live without them. When her sisters are made aware of the fact that Jamilia wont let the
Mother in her rest and that Jamilia refuses to allow the sisters the freedom they want and need.
They all begin to take their lives back and decide to keep Jamilia completely out of the loop.
So when tragdey strikes the Simmons Sisters Jamilia takes the blow so hard that Jamilia
begins to shut down. Instead of working it out with her Sisters she turns away from them.
Jamilia feels angry, betrayed, lost, confused and helpless. Jamilia begins treating her sisters
like strangers until her Sisters decide to show Jamilia that who she is is enough for her to live a
good life. The sisters take Jamilia on a journey to find the real Jamilia again. The sisters go
thru whatever is needed to get Jamilia back by showing her the true meaning of Sister Hood.
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Buy SISTERS Just Love Strong by Mz. Modesty (Hardcover) online at Lulu. Visit the Lulu
Marketplace for product details, ratings, and reviews. I love this. so blessed to be able to call
my sister my best friend. 25 Cute Sister Quotes You Will Definitely Love - I am tje big
sister,must show this to my . Such an incredibly strong and amazing woman I am proud to call
my sister ? ? ? . My sister Anje is strong, beautiful, and awesome of spirit and mind. She is
my inspiration I love my sister quotes quote family quote family quotes sister quote. If you
'like' us, we'll LOVE you! RELATED: 20 Quotes To Remind You There's No Bond Stronger
(Or Crazier) Than The One With Your Sister If there was one thing I could do for my sister, it
would be to show her just how. The sibling bond, particularly among sisters, may well be the
most It may just be the longest relationship of your life, and the one that gives.
quotes have been tagged as sisters: Marilyn Monroe: 'This life is what you make it. Just
because you fail once, doesn't mean you're gonna fail at everything. tags: attributed-no-source,
friends, heartbreak, inspirational, life, love, sisters. The best thing about having a sister was
that I always had a friend. who should love you and stand by you no matter what, and yet it's
your sister who knows.
If you are lucky to have a brother or a sister, or both, you I grew up together with you and
nobody in the world has as strong bond as we have. I love you, my most supportive and
understanding brother!. I love the notion of storm sisters - soul friends who help us get
through life's most Heart Sisters are just as strong as - and in some cases even stronger than .
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